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December SCAMPS Meeting Location

Our SCAMPS Christmas party will once again be held at the Santa Ana Hometown Buffet. Everyone is
welcome to join us at the Christmas party, Thursday December 5th from 6pm to 9pm. Directions to
Hometown Buffet, 1008 E. 17th St. Santa Ana, (714) 541-3020: Exit 5 Freeway at 17th Street exit and head
east- Hometown Buffet is on the South side of 17th just before you get to Lincoln Ave.
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

It‟s been a busy month through November. We completed the Fall Annual at Lost Hills and immediately
following the next weekend a two day FAC contest at Perris that was hosted by the San Diego Scale Staffel. I
won‟t report results of the scale contest in this newsletter but conditions were near perfect both days of the
competition. Attendance was pretty good-I would estimate 20 people involved in flying activities plus others
who assisted, etc. so it was a busy few days. I flew the
WWI Combat Mass Launch event with my rebuilt
1/16th scale SE-5 and made it into second place (nobody
beats Herb Kothe unless his motor breaks). I did not
get much beyond that with my flight attempts-making a
total of 6 all day long due to a poor batch of 1/8 rubber
that consistently gave up at about 70% torque. I got
tired of remaking motors and decided to save myself
repairs as tissue was starting to rupture from multiple
extractions of a loaded blast tube with a tail of flogging
rubber and called it a contest. No matter what the FAC
group is outstanding and there was some great flying
going with the scale crowd at Perris each time the Scale
Staffel holds an event. We are lucky to have this focus
and that it draws so many from around the area to
participate.
The Fall Annual event between SCAMPS and SCIF‟s was well attended as a contingent of Willamette Oregon
FFer‟s opted to show up for the event which was nice to see. Without modern FAI and AMA events the rest of
the crowd were the usual SoCal locals flying Nos, vintage FAI and O/T hardware.
The weather cooperated well on Saturday with very little wind to contend with and mildly warm temperature
that hit 81 degrees by the afternoon. Morning air was heavy in my opinion as I watched and timed the many
gumbanders trimming their models for later attempts. Lots of Nostalgia rubber was being flown all day
Saturday and I was the only one who flew large O/T Rubber Stick officially as it turned out. Looks like I
need to get into a Nos rubber design one of these days-the more I watch the more I want to build one. In any
event, the morning air looked like a struggle for five minute maxes, so I enjoyed the scenery while waiting for
the conditions to improve which they did around 12:30 or so.
My first launch with the Red Buzzard put it into max territory easily as well as getting carried far to the
southwest for the retrieval. I lingered near the launch area a bit too long and went back for my chase bike to
pursue. When I tried to re-acquire my visual I ended up watching Hal Cover‟s model instead of the Buzzard
and thus lost track of the D/T and touchdown. A slow ride to survey the area finally found the model which
had landed in the still barren area in front of the orchard. Conditions at the field right now make searches
quite easy as most vegetation is non-existent if you have not visited Lost Hills in recent months (thank a
sheep).
Subsequent attempts did not yield max times as the air was still hard to pick even with the building heat.
Flying continued briskly all afternoon. A highlight of the day for me was a tarantula parade bobbing across
the ground in a determined manner. There were two, about 20 feet apart on a march somewhere, and they
were right along the path most flyers were taking with their chase vehicles. I didn‟t want to witness an
unintentional squashing so I coaxed each of them to climb onto my clip board and transported to an area
nearby that was not being traveled very much. I found out later that a tarantula will shatter if dropped as their
exoskeletons are fairly delicate. Luckily neither was dropped although one flipped in my attempt to get it
aboard the transport vehicle.
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Intrigued by the behavior I checked the internet later about this. It turns out the late summer/fall season is
when they openly seek mates, and these were likely male spiders tracking the scent trail of a female, which
stays hidden in the ground waiting for them to approach. Most males are killed in the reproductive process-I
hope these guys knew what they were up against. Females live for up to 25 years so I guess they have it
figured out who‟s boss in the tarantula world. It was also interesting to observe circular mounds built up
around small holes in the ground. The mounds appeared to be constructed of „bricks‟ that resembled small
spheroid shaped webbing material all stacked neatly around the opening, about 1.25 inches tall. On top of
this some straight web lines were used to stabilize to the surrounding earth, distributed in a radial pattern like
so many wire stays. Presumably this is where mother tarantula lays waiting for dad to show up but I couldn‟t
see any of them in the holes. It was amazing to look around and observe all this, flying aside.
Sunday conditions degraded as a pre-frontal weather change was moving into California. It was cooler in the
morning, and winds from the northwest kicked up around 10 MPH by 8:30 or so. The Twin Pusher mass
launch went off regardless, but the winner was based on the eyesight of the timer as the drift was considerable.
Daniel Heinrich and Doss Porter were the duration flights as I believe the third entrant crashed on launch.
Doss won by an eyelash..
The rest of the morning was one of huddling and socializing, hoping the winds would turn into a lull and
permit flight attempts. With slightly increasing wind velocity as the morning wore on, it was decided to end
the contest at noon. This was a good call as anyone seriously attempting contest flights was going to lose
their model. In spite of the conditions Sunday it was worth the effort to attend-everyone seemed to be having
a good time-we‟ve had a great 2013 for Lost Hills flying conditions. Many thanks to Daniel Heinrich CD‟ng
for the SCAMPS and Terry Thorkildsen doing the same for the SCIF‟s.

Ramrod 150 Square Inch

by Phil Ronney

News flash: The Ramrod 150 Sq. In. free flight designed by Ron St. Jean is now eligible in the “early
nostalgia” category. Several months ago I established a long distance telephone relationship with Ron St.
Jean. As you all probably know, Ron designed the popular “Ramrod,” which many of us have built and flown
successfully. Ron now lives in Yerington, Nevada and although he suffers from some health problems and at
86, he‟s seems to be sharp and in good humor. We‟ve talked about the Ramrod and he seemed pleased that it
is still flown successfully in nostalgia events and the plane usually places very high in the standings. I‟ve
built Ramrods in many sizes. My largest is a 750 and I just finished a 150. It occurred to me that the 150
Ramrod would be a perfect size for early nostalgia using an Atwood or Holland Wasp .049. The problem
was the smallest plan on record from Ron is the Ramrod 250 which is too large a plane for a Wasp. Since the
rules stipulate you cannot scale a plane up or
down in early nostalgia unless there is a set of
plans on record for the size you want I assumed
the 150 could never be an Early Nostalgia legal
entry. I happened to ask Ron one day if he
drew up plans and built a smaller version
anywhere near 150 sq. ins? His
answer: Yes! His exact words were: “Yes, a
150 preceded the 250 but the Thermal Hopper
was too much for it. Wild!” (The Thermal
Hopper is the forerunner of many of the Cox
later .049s) Ron shows a Thermal Hopper on
his original 250 plans so it is my guess he was
trying to use that particular engine and simply
had to find the right size wing span to best
accommodate the engine. The point is, he
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designed, built and flew a 150 back in the early 50‟s. The question: Would that be enough to make it eligible
in “early nostalgia? I submitted a set of plans and an application to the NFFS committee that rules on these
things along with the written statement from Ron about his experiment with the smaller version. Keith
Fulmer, the head of the design approval committee sent me back a quick reply approving the Ramrod 150 for
early nostalgia competition.
My Ramrod 150 with a Wasp (see below) flies great and I am looking forward to competing with it in the next
early nostalgia event. For those of you who are interested I can send you a CD or an e-mail attachment with
the down sized plans the committee approved. I think the same plans would also make a good ¼ A nostalgia
Ramrod version.
Some passing‟s to report..
Tom Lay

Got word this morning that Tom Lay passed away from complications of a recent surgery. Tom
has been a member of the SCAMPS for as long as I can remember, and used to fly with us quite a
bit at Perris. He has not been out in the past few years though. He was a valued engine man in
control line, with his T&L reworks. The engine work kept him busy all the time, and he said he
always had a backlog of engines to work on. Above all else, he was funny, nice and a great guy to
be around.
Kevin
Tom was a regular at the Dog Park in Costa Mesa.
He would arrive in that beautiful red El Camino and
generally flew compressed air and CO2 models
with the rest of the regulars. He was a book of
knowledge and knew everything there was to know
about engines, designers, models, you name it. He
was getting pretty worn down by skin cancer and
other ailments and was nearly unable to walk the
last time he appeared, but in spite of that he always
got some flights in and spent the rest of the time
mingling with his free flight friends. We will miss
him-fly like the wind Tom, you are not forgotten.
Mike Patstone
Sherman "Fuz" Patstone called today and said his son, "Big" Mike passed away on Friday. Many of us got to
know the Patstone family at Perris. Sherman's sons Mike and Matt were frequently at the field a few years
ago, Mike to visit with everyone and Matt would fly with us. Mike was a big "softie", a real nice guy and
great to hang out with. He always had a smile on his face, in spite of the significant health problems
he faced.
Mike had a history of major knee issues, since he was injured playing college football. He had numerous
surgeries and finally a fused knee. From having all the surgeries, he developed an infection, and spent 43
days in the hospital fighting MRSA among others. He had let the infection get advanced before seeking
medical help, and was unable to recover from this. He was only 45.
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We would like to extend our condolences to Sherman and his entire family on behalf of the SCAMPS.
Kevin
Thanks to Kevin for emailing the group when things like this happens. I feel sad he is always the bearer of
bad news, but I‟m glad he keeps everyone informed. Every time one of the free flight community members
departs the world is significantly smaller for those who remain and it‟s never quite the same.

SCAMPS/SCIFS Fall Annual, November 2-3, 2013

by Daniel Heinrich

Another Fall Annual contest has passed into the books and I
have to say they were two of the best flying days we have had
at Lost Hills. Unfortunately one of those days was Friday and
not Sunday but I am getting ahead of myself. As many of you
know I work nights so when Hal Cover left me a message on
Thursday night that the outhouses had been tipped over I did
not get it until very early Friday morning. By the time I woke
up later Friday morning he had already called and arranged for
them to be up righted and cleaned in time for the contest.
Thanks Hal! The reports about the weather Friday were that it
was mild temperatures with drift varying but very light. It
was dead calm when we got to the field later that afternoon and
calm all night.
Saturday dawned and you could not have asked for better
weather. A little cool in the morning but very light drift that
went to all four corners of the compass. I did not hear of
anyone drifting into the pistachio field which was a sigh of
relief to all the fliers. Hal Cover broke a motor getting ready
for the Gollywock mass launch which was subsequently won
by Wes Funk. Hal then proceeded to put on a clinic in Small
Stick by maxing out. Allen Heinrich posted a respectable
11:11 in ½ A Texaco, OOS because his timers glasses fogged
up and they lost sight of the model. Fortunately it came back
down into view a few minutes later and he got it back. Our
friends from the North came down again and it was great to see Glen Grell competing in the HLG event as
well as Bob Stalick and Bruce Hannah flying Nostalgia. Condolences to Bruce as he recently lost his father.
Sunday was not as pretty as Saturday. The only event that was flown was the Twin Pusher mass launch for
which we had 4 contestants. Unfortunately Hal Wightman forgot to wind one of his motors backwards so did
not launch. Thankfully he figured it out before he launched. Of course he might have been able to enter it in
helicopter if he did; I guess we will never know. The wind was brisk so we were all facing down wind before
the launch which Ted Firster was very eager to let us know. In retrospect we probably would have had better
launches going down wind. Both I and George Walter had the noses get blown into the air and both models
went off pattern. I was fortunate that mine recovered, George was not. Doss Porter launched from the hip
and that seemed to work better. In the end it was the best timer that won as I went OOS 11 seconds before
Doss. Good flying Doss. The model had a total of 5 flights on it, including the mass launch!
Despite the shortened event I think everyone had a good time and the weather on Saturday was fantastic.
Unfortunately the bad wind moved in a day early but that is what we get for flying outside. Looking forward
to seeing everyone next year at the Texaco meet!
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Gollywock Mass Launch
1 Wes Funk
2 Mike Mayea
3 Glenn Grell

2:58
2:25
:07

Small Rubber Stick
1 Hal Cover
2 Ted Firster
3 Mike Mayea

540
494
180

1/2 A Texaco
1 Allen Heinrich
2 Doss Porter
3 Peter Allnutt

11:11
5:31
3:07

A/B Pylon
1 Eric Strengell

474

Large Rubber Stick
1 Clint Brooks

683

Twin Pusher
1 Doss Porter
2 Daniel Heinrich
3 George Walter

2:10
1:59
:13

OT HLG/CLG
1 Norm Furutani
2 Glen Grell

288
120

A/B Nostalgia
1 Ray Peel
2 Allen Heinrich
3 Ted Firster

676
443
92
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November SCAMPS Club Contest
Here are my observations for the SCAMPS November Club contest, the first one I have attended this year.
Well, it did include P-30 and it seemed like perfect weather for taking the day off from work. So what the
heck-when my alarm went off at O‟dark hundred I decided to throw my fate to the wind and head for Perris
instead of El Segundo. And I‟m happy to report it was worth it-there was a fairly large group gathered and I
believe seven members flew in the P-30 event which was really nice to see. Conditions were perfect-pretty
much the same conditions the previous weekend we had for the FAC event.
I loaned Alan Arnold a Boomer as he did not have a P-30 to fly. I offered one to anyone who wanted to fly in
the competition. I do believe Alan managed to beat us all with his borrowed bird and I know it exhausted him
walking after it all morning. We were tied for the max-out fly off but my fourth launch had the stab out of rig
on the platform and it performed a shallow circular dive after the launch and damaged the pylon and lost the
trim on the model. I attempted repairs and then broke two motors in a row trying to get that fourth flight. By
the time I launched I had missed the closing bell and Alan had it in the bag. My favorite part of the day was
seeing three Boomers in the air at once, all going up in the same thermal.
I don‟t have the results from the CD George Walter yet but I will attest to the fact we all had a great morning,
with the possible exception of Ken Kaiser who D/T‟d his Texan in a steep dive and lost part of one wing in the
ensuing overload on it. The model spun in and landed on its side so I bet it can be repaired and returned to
service. I drove home with a smile on my face and renewed faith in the world.
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SCAMPS 2013 Club Contest Calendar of Events
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